
ENGLISH FINAL :

1. Synonym of POMPOUS - Self important, Arrogant.
2. One word subs: A person who abandons a religious or political belief  -Apostate
3. ANTONYM OF HUMBLE - PROUD

4. Idiom - Pull a Long face - To look sad
5. IDIOM - APPLE PIE ORDER - perfect order or neatness.

6. One word substitution: A place where weapons are kept or made. - Arsenal
7. Synonym of CHERISH - Adore, Admire.
8. Synonym of Quibble - Criticize

9. Antonym of Perquisite - Loss, Disadvantage.

10. Find the Error: Someone could not go to picnic, because her mother was not well.
Answer- ‘Her’ is incorrect.

11. Find the Error: They appointed him as manager as he is efficient.
Answer- Remove ‘as’ before manager.

12. One word substitution - Govt run by few people : Oligarchy

13. One word substitution - Person who refrains from pleasure and pain- Stoic

Reading Comprehension was based on The Bermuda Triangle.

ENGLISH ROUGH:

RC on bermuda triangle
A person who announces himself religious and political beliefs-one word

GK FINAL :
1. What is the motto of NCC?? UNITY AND DISCIPLINE
2.which crop is used to increase nitrogen in field? Pulses



3.Padmapani painting found at- Ajanta Caves
4.Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons headquarter at-  Hague, Netherlands
5. Socialist, Democratic, Secular, sovereign - Sequence was asked
6. at what rate rbi gives money to banks-  repo rate
7.secondary pollutants-  - smog
8. First Nuclear Test name - Operation Smiling Buddha
9. 1857, leader from Awadh - Begum Hazrat Mahal
10. Match the following- cheetah, chinook etc
11. 2021 ICC Women Cricketer -  Smriti Mandhana
12. New ITR portal launched by which company?- Infosys
13. Mid day meal scheme comes under which ministry- Ministry of Education
14. Match the following sportsperson with sports- Sakshi Malik with Wrestling

Harmanpreet Kaur - Cricket
Deepika Kumari - Archery
Deepa Karmakar - Gymnast

15. Padma Vibhushan 2021- Shinzo Abe, Japan
16. Which country did not participate in World war 2 from axis powers- France
17. Largest pollution in sea water due to ?
18. Book by Ravi Shashtri - Stargazing: The Players in My Life
19. Pencil made of which material? Graphite
20.  Black color of Hair is due to - Melanin
21. Indian Navy launch which operation for ships in strait of Hormuz- Operation Sanklap
22. Which 100 new schools will be  newly added on PPP model? Sainik Schools (Budget 2021)
23. Statement Based :

I. Water evaporates into heat then into Latent heat.
II. Water in pond is cool even in summer

24. Statement Based :
I. Rashtriya Rifles constitute of deputed soldiers from different regiments.

II. Rashtriya Rifles is largest active force in UT of J&K and Ladakh.
25.

GK ROUGH:
 What is the motto of NCC??
Mid day meal kis ministry k under aata?

which crop is used to increase nitrogen in field
Padmapani painting found at- Ajanta Caves



2021 padambhushan ?
at what rate rbi charge to bank repo rate?
at what rate rbi charge to bank repo rate
secondary polution - smog ,No2 , CO, SO2
Oli
Nuclear attempt first tym kiya tha us  mission ka naam kya tha?
Icc world cup 2021 women mai women of the year kon tha?
Social secular republic soverign- order

bodhistava o f padmapani kaha pr hai?
Balo ka colour kis color se match hota hai?

Athelete                   Field
Harman Preet Kaur
Deepak Karmakar
Sakshi Malik
Deepika kumari

REASONING FINAL:

1. odd one out : chlorine , bromine , iodine and fluorine
Ans. Bromine is non metal group 13 and remaining are from group 17 non metal group

2. 2,5,10,17,26,? are given in star shape find the missing number

Ans. 37
2+3 = 5 , 5+5=10, 10+7=17, 17+9=26 , 26+11 = 37

3. constitution: preamble :: book: ?
Ans. Preface or index
Preamble is the introduction to the Constitution.

Similarly, the preface or index is the introduction to a book.

4. Venn diagram between Cricket football sports
Ans: cricket and football both are two different sports



5. Venn diagram between Decades year century
Ans: years make decade and decade makes century

6. Analogy
Cobbler : shoe :: ? : chair
Ans: carpainter

7. Odd one out between
Telepathy, telegram,  television and telephone
Ans: telepathy is the purported vicarious transmission of information from one person to
another without using any known human sensory channels or physical interaction. While
other a telecommunication devices.

8. Analogy
Granary : Grain :: Mount :  ?
options - Hills, Buildings,rocks etc
Ans:Rocks
( in granary, grains are found there
Similarly in mount, rocks are found there)

9. odd one out from Google ,edge,opera,chrome
Ans. Google ( remaining all are browser ) google is a search engine

10. A got more marks than B, B got equal to C, C got less than D, D got more than A. Who got
less marks?
Ans: B and C got equal marks.

11. Odd one out?
ABCC



KLMM
QPSS
YZAB
Ans: QPSS

REASONING ROUGH :

1. odd one out : chlorine , bromine , iodine and fluorine
2. 2,5,10,17,26,? are given in star shape find the missing number
3.  constitution: preamble :: book:
4.

Telepathy telegram television telephone- odd one out
6. Granary : Grain :: Mount :  ?
options - Hills, Buildings etc.

NA FINAL :

1. A sum of money amounts to Rs.6690 after 3 years and to Rs.10,035 after 6 years on
compound interest.find the sum.
Ans. 4460.

2- 15% of 25% of 35 % of 100??
Ans: 21/16

NA ROUGH:

1. Kisi sum pr 3 year ki CI 6699 AND 6 year ki 10035. To sum kitna hoga?
2.
3. A batsman, average of 11 innings is 63, he scored 52 in 12 th inning
4. 15% of 25% of 35 % of 100??



5. Boat and stream
6. Average speed qs
7. Pipe and cistern qs
8.


